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Abstract 

 
This paper is for SAP ASE database administrators who want to utilize public cloud infrastructure and reduce 
the costs of storing and maintaining backups.  It describes how to store and manage database and log backup 
files on Amazon Simple Storage Service Standard (Amazon S3), Standard – Infrequent Access (S3-IA) and 
Amazon Glacier storage through the AWS Storage Gateway. This document covers architecture, components, 
installation and configuration, dump and load best practices, security considerations, monitoring and alerting 
tips, and performance considerations for using the Amazon cloud to store backups. 
 

Introduction 

 
Companies are always looking for ways to reduce costs and increase efficiency while maintaining the security 

of their business. Whether for regulatory requirements or other business reasons, many organizations must 

keep huge amounts of data, which in turn requires a large amount of computer hardware storage and 

archiving costs. 

One way to reduce the high cost of storing and maintaining database backups on-site is to use cloud storage. 

The cloud benefits from not having to buy and maintain hardware while providing a secure environment that 

offers both high availability and reliability. This moves expenses from capital to operational, and businesses 

need only pay for what resources are being used at the time.  

This paper presents how to set up an environment for SAP ASE database servers to use Amazon S3, S3-IA and 

Glacier storage to manage backup files through the AWS File Gateway.  The File Gateway is a version of AWS 

Storage Gateway that provides NFS access to Amazon S3 and S3-IA. With this setup, SAP ASE Backup Server 

has infinite storage as an NFS mounted file system. Database backups to this special NFS file system are 

transparently transferred to Amazon S3.  All that is required is to set up a File Gateway virtual machine (VM) 

using an OVF image provided by AWS. This VM is setup on an on-premises ESXi host and acts as an NFS 

Gateway to Amazon S3, S3-IA, and Glacier. 

This solution brings many benefits:  

• Simplicity of setup, usage and pricing 

• Low-cost storage 

• policy-based migration from S3 to S3-IA, and archiving to Glacier 

• Direct access to older backups in S3 or S3-IA  

• Ability to distribute database backups to multiple AWS regions 

• Ability to examine older backups to check on an object or item 

• Ability to access your backup from anywhere in the world in the event of a disaster 

 

Data protection is provided automatically for in-transit data as well as data at rest.  In-transit protection is 

provided via SSL, while at-rest data protection is provided via 256-bit Advance Encryption Standard (AES-256).   

Rather than restricting database administrators on how they perform daily operations, using the cloud 

environment simplifies how, where, and how long database backups are stored, and enables access to older 

and archived backups.   

https://aws.amazon.com/s3/
https://aws.amazon.com/glacier/
https://aws.amazon.com/storagegateway/


The manageability of database backups is even more convenient using this method, as it allows immediate 

access to any of the older backups stored in S3 or S3-IA. Lifecycle policies define how long to keep a backup on 

S3 storage before transitioning to S3-IA or archiving to Glacier. You can also define a time for backups to be 

expired and deleted. Glacier provides cheaper storage than S3 for long retention periods. 

The cost benefit of encrypted, highly available and durable data makes this an ideal solution for businesses 

looking to decrease their cost of database backup 

ASE Cloud Backup Using Amazon S3 

 
Fig 1 shows a simplified solution for cloud backup with minimal changes to operational practices. 

 

 
An Amazon S3 bucket is presented as NFS storage for ASE hosts through AWS File Gateway. By using the NFS 
mounted directory from the AWS File Gateway for backups, scripts and tools used for backup just need 
changes to the backup directory. Also, there is no change to backups managed through ASE Cockpit. 

 

This solution involves the following steps: 

- Creation of an Amazon S3 bucket using AWS Console 

- Installation and configuration of an AWS File Gateway in local data center 

- Mount S3 bucket exposed as NFS storage on ASE hosts 

- Update scripts and tools used for backup to use the NFS mounted directory from the AWS File Gateway 

 

The AWS File Gateway is installed in the same data center as the ASE hosts, and provides low-latency file 
transfer to the File Gateway cache, which is transferred asynchronously to Amazon S3 over an HTTPS 
connection.  

The following sections provide best practice recommendations for ASE backup use case.  



Create an S3 Bucket 
Follow the steps in https://aws.amazon.com/s3/ to create an S3 bucket for storing the backup files. 

You can name the buckets that can be associated with the database use case, or location or department. For 
example, the finance department in a company named Acme would create an S3 bucket named acme.finance. 
After creating this bucket, you can create folders like “production” and ”uat” under this bucket so that the 
dump file from database “budget” may be created like /acme.finance/production/budget_201707011730.dmp 
and /acme.finance/uat/budget_201707011730.dmp for dumps taken from production and uat systems on Jul 
1st 2017 at 5:30 pm. 

 

AWS File Gateway Installation and Configuration 
Hardware Requirements 

For details of the minimum hardware resources, see “Requirements” in the AWS Storage Gateway User Guide 

http://docs.aws.amazon.com/storagegateway/latest/userguide/Requirements.html 

 

For Storage Gateway limits, see “AWS Storage Gateway Limits” in the AWS Storage Gateway User Guide 

http://docs.aws.amazon.com/storagegateway/latest/userguide/resource-gateway-limits.html 
 
The best practice is to size the cache for your largest backup plus an additional 15%. For example, a 5 TB 
backup would need 5.75 TB of cache. If you need to change disk cache on File Gateway, refer to following 
guide  
http://docs.aws.amazon.com/storagegateway/latest/userguide/ManagingLocalStorage-common.html 
 

AWS File Gateway OVF comes preconfigured by default for VMware version 6 for compatibility, which limits 
the number of CPUs that can be allocated. AWS File Gateway supports using 24 CPUs that can improve the File 
Gateway performance when many concurrent connections are made to the File Gateway. Upgrade AWS File 
Gateway VM to VMware version 10 or later so that you can allocate up to 24 CPUs for this VM. Here is a 
screenshot of upgrade steps. 

 

   

https://aws.amazon.com/s3/
http://docs.aws.amazon.com/storagegateway/latest/userguide/Requirements.html
http://docs.aws.amazon.com/storagegateway/latest/userguide/resource-gateway-limits.html
http://docs.aws.amazon.com/storagegateway/latest/userguide/ManagingLocalStorage-common.html


 

To optimize gateway performance, follow the guidelines under “Optimizing Gateway Performance” in the 
AWS Storage Gateway User Guide 

http://docs.aws.amazon.com/storagegateway/latest/userguide/Optimizing-common.html 
 

Network and Firewall Requirements 

During run time, the ASE Backup Server hosts interact with the AWS File Gateway through NFS mounted 
directories, as shown in Fig 1. The installation and configuration of the AWS File Gateway, requires additional 
connections. Consult your network administrator to determine where to place the AWS File Gateway in the 
datacenter. Refer to AWS File Gateway requirements to understand the ports to be opened in firewall 
http://docs.aws.amazon.com/storagegateway/latest/userguide/Requirements.html 
 
To configure the AWS File Gateway, follow the steps described in the AWS Storage Gateway User Guide 
http://docs.aws.amazon.com/storagegateway/latest/userguide/deploy-gateway-vmware.html 

 
Supported ASE/Backup Server Platforms/OS Versions, NFS Version  

The following are the platforms and OS versions that ASE and Backup Server support for the File Gateway: 

• SLES 12 SP1, SLES 12 SP2 

• RHEL 7.3 

• Windows Server 2012 

• NFS client version 4.1 

 

The AWS File Gateway supports additional platforms and NFS versions, but for ASE backup use case, only 
above platforms and NFSv4.1 are supported at present.  

 

File Gateway Installation 

Creating a Gateway 

An Amazon Web Services account is required to download and use the File Gateway. Download the AWS File 
Gateway OVA from the AWS Storage Gateway Management Console.  

See “Creating a Gateway” in the AWS Storage Gateway User Guide for instructions on downloading, deploying, 
and activating a File Gateway 

http://docs.aws.amazon.com/storagegateway/latest/userguide/create-file-gateway.html 
Choose gateway type ‘File Gateway’. Since you are deploying your gateway on-premises, download a 
Hypervisor virtual machine (VM) appliance image. All the testing for this white paper was done using the 
VMware ESXi Hypervisor VM. After downloading the .zip file, follow the steps in “Deploying the AWS Storage 
Gateway VM to Your VMWare Host” in the AWS Storage Gateway User Guide 
http://docs.aws.amazon.com/storagegateway/latest/userguide/deploy-gateway-vmware.html 
 

Creating a File Share 

A file share is a way to associate an S3 bucket with a File Gateway. You can create a file share using the AWS 
Console or service API, and associate it to an existing S3 bucket.  You can configure your file share with 
administrative controls such as limiting access to specific NFS clients or networks, setting for read-only or 
read-write, or enabling user permission squashing. You can create up to 10 file shares per File Gateway, with 
each share associated with a separate S3 bucket.  

http://docs.aws.amazon.com/storagegateway/latest/userguide/Optimizing-common.html
http://docs.aws.amazon.com/storagegateway/latest/userguide/Requirements.html
http://docs.aws.amazon.com/storagegateway/latest/userguide/deploy-gateway-vmware.html
http://docs.aws.amazon.com/storagegateway/latest/userguide/create-file-gateway.html
http://docs.aws.amazon.com/storagegateway/latest/userguide/deploy-gateway-vmware.html


There are two options available to choose for Storage class. You can select “S3 Standard” and then choose life 
cycle policy for moving the backup files to “S3 Standard – Infrequent Access” and then to Glacier or you can 
select “S3 Standard – Infrequent Access” Storage class as the dump files are not accessed frequently and set 
life cycle policy to move files to Glacier after 30 days. 

 

The File Gateway uses an AWS Identity and Access Management (IAM) role to access your S3 bucket. Choose 
“Create a new IAM role” to have it set up automatically by the AWS Storage Gateway Management Console. 

See “Creating a File Share” in the AWS Storage Gateway User Guide 
http://docs.aws.amazon.com/storagegateway/latest/userguide/GettingStartedCreateFileShare.html 

 

Check Appendix A for example file share creation. 

 

Using Your File Share 

To use the file share, mount it on the host running Backup Server using a standard UNIX command. Example 
command lines are shown in the AWS management console. See “Using Your File Share” in the AWS Storage 
Gateway User Guide 

http://docs.aws.amazon.com/storagegateway/latest/userguide/getting-started-use-fileshare.html 
 
For Linux, use “-t nfs4 -o minorversion=1” to mount the NFS share. 

 

Note: For Windows, use the UNC path name rather than relying on the mapped drive letters. 

For example: 
sp_addumpdevice "disk", awsdump, " \\<File Gateway IP-address>\<S3 bucket>\mydb.dmp" 
go 
dump database mydb to aswdump 
go 
 
The AWS File Gateway does not support file lock, so ensure dump file names are unique and therefore not accessed by 
two File Gateways at the same time. For example, when same file share is used by multiple ASE hosts, you can create 
dump files using <servername> prefix and <timestamp> suffix. 

Check Appendix B for an example on how to use a file share. 

 

S3/Glacier Mapping, Life Cycle Configuration 

Each object stored in Amazon S3 has a storage class associated with it. Amazon offers three tiers of storage 
classes for storing database backups: S3, S3-IA and Glacier 

• S3 STANDARD: This default storage class is suitable for the frequently accessed data.  

• S3 STANDARD_IA (Infrequent Access): This is suitable for long-lived and less frequently accessed data. 

• GLACIER: This class is suitable for archiving data where data access is infrequent.  

 
Database dumps stored in S3 and S3-IA are immediately available for use, while access to dumps archived in 
Glacier requires retrieval to S3 before it can be accessed, which could take a few minutes to several hours. 

To use the File Gateway for database backups, data is first copied to the assigned S3 bucket.  To move a 
backup file from S3 to S3-IA and Glacier, object lifecycle management is used.  See “How Do I Create a 
Lifecycle Policy for an S3 Bucket?” in the Amazon Simple Storage (S3) Console User Guide 
http://docs.aws.amazon.com/AmazonS3/latest/user-guide/create-lifecycle.html. 

http://docs.aws.amazon.com/storagegateway/latest/userguide/GettingStartedCreateFileShare.html
http://docs.aws.amazon.com/storagegateway/latest/userguide/getting-started-use-fileshare.html
http://docs.aws.amazon.com/AmazonS3/latest/user-guide/create-lifecycle.html


In general, you can set a policy for an object to: 

- Move from S3 to S3-IA after a specified number of days (minimum 30 days) 
- Move from S3-IA to Glacier after a specified number of days (minimum 30 days after S3-IA) 
- Delete an object after a specified number of days (minimum 90 days) 

 

Data residing in Glacier can be brought into S3 for access in three ways: 

• Expedited: retrieval is in minutes. 

• Standard: retrieval is in hours. 

• Bulk: retrieval is in a day. 

There is a cost involved with retrieving data from Glacier to S3 that is proportional to its speed.  

Refer to http://docs.aws.amazon.com/AmazonS3/latest/user-guide/restore-archived-objects.html 

 

We recommend that you configure life cycle management to move older dump files to Glacier 
http://docs.aws.amazon.com/AmazonS3/latest/dev/object-lifecycle-mgmt.html 

See Appendix D for an example for life cycle rules. 

 

Example 1: 

Weekly full backup, daily transaction log dump, want to keep two full backup cycles in S3, and move 
older dump files to Glacier archive. Schedule policy for moving files from S3 to Glacier after 2 weeks. 

Example 2: 

Weekly full backup, daily transaction log dump, want to keep two months of backup files in S3, and 
move older dump files to Glacier archive. Schedule policy for moving files from S3 to S3-IA after 30 
days and to Glacier after 60 days. 

Determine your policy based on how long you want to keep the backup files accessible before archiving. 
 
Cost is the main reason to move data into Glacier, where it is an order of magnitude cheaper than that of S3.   
For further details, see “Amazon S3 Pricing” https://aws.amazon.com/s3/pricing/ 
 
Storage costs vary by region, and is based on the cost of creating storage facilities. Based on the pricing at time 
of writing this paper, the cost of storing a 1 TB database dump on S3 and Glacier in Northern California for one 
year is $77.312 ($23.55 + $12.80 + $40.96): 
 

S3      $ 0.023/ GB per month * 1024 GB * 1 month   = $ 23.55  
S3-IA   $ 0.0125/GB per month * 1024 GB * 1 month   = $ 12.80  
Glacier $ 0.004/ GB per month * 1024 GB * 10 months = $ 40.96 

 
  

http://docs.aws.amazon.com/AmazonS3/latest/user-guide/restore-archived-objects.html
http://docs.aws.amazon.com/AmazonS3/latest/dev/object-lifecycle-mgmt.html
https://aws.amazon.com/s3/pricing/


Database Dump and Load 
Database Dump 

Your backup files will be stored in S3 buckets. You can name the bucket based on how you organize the 
database dumps. For example, you can create S3 buckets named hr, engineering, finance, sales for use by four 
different departments. AWS recommends that all bucket names comply with DNS naming conventions.  

See “Rules for Bucket Naming” in the Amazon Simple Storage Service (S3) Developer Guide 

http://docs.aws.amazon.com/AmazonS3/latest/dev/BucketRestrictions.html#bucketnamingrules 

 

There is no hierarchy of sub-buckets or subfolders in an Amazon S3 data model, as it is a flat structure. The 
Amazon S3 Console supports the concept of folders, allowing you to create folders in a bucket. For example, if 
your folder name is ”finance” and you have a backup file named budget_201706301700.dmp in that finance 
folder; the Console uses the key name prefixes “finance” and delimiter (“/”) to present this object key: 
finance/budget_201706301700.dmp  

See “Object Key and Metadata” in the Amazon Simple Storage Service (S3) Developer Guide 
http://docs.aws.amazon.com/AmazonS3/latest/dev/UsingMetadata.html 

 
Note: S3 object names should not exceed 1024 UTF-8 characters.  This maximum limit of 1024 includes the 
name of the bucket and all the sub-directories specified to the NFS mounted directory.  

 

You should limit the modification of objects in the S3 bucket to a single writer, as concurrent modifications of 
the same object can lead to unpredictable results. Although for this use case of using S3 storage for a database 
dump file, there is no expectation of the file being modified, avoid name clashes for different dump files 
(either on same host or on different hosts) by naming dump files to be unique (such as with <database name> 
prefix and <timestamp> suffix). 

In the following example, if two hosts are writing to the same S3 bucket and the backup file names match 
exactly, a failure occurs while taking backup from one of the hosts if the users are different: 

 

ASE backup from host 1 through ASE cockpit is successful: 

 
 
ASE backup from host2 failed as the backup file name matched: 

  
If the same user is writing from two different hosts, this might silently corrupt the dump file. 

 
Check Appendix C for an ASE backup example. 

http://docs.aws.amazon.com/AmazonS3/latest/dev/BucketRestrictions.html#bucketnamingrules
http://docs.aws.amazon.com/AmazonS3/latest/dev/UsingMetadata.html


Database Load  

As described in the section “S3/Glacier mapping, life cycle configuration,” each file has a storage class 
associated with it (that is, Standard, Standard_IA, or Glacier).  When needed, you can restore the database 
from the backup that is saved in any of these storage classes. 

 

Restore Database from Standard or Standard_IA:  

There is no difference in restoring a database from Standard or Standard_IA (Infrequent Access).  Restoring a 
database from the dump example in Appendix C using the file /aws/asebackup/pubs2_30May2017_daily.dmp, is as 
follows:   

1> use master 
2> go 
1> load database pubs2 from "/aws/asebackup/pubs2_30May2017_daily.dmp" 
2> go 

If the dump file is large, you can reduce the load time by either copying the dump file from the File Gateway to a local 
disk before running the load database command, or prime the File Gateway cache by copying the file to /dev/null. 
 

Restore Database from Glacier: 

To restore a database from the files in Glacier, perform ‘Initiate Restore’ to retrieve the backup files in Glacier 
storage, back to S3 storage. This process may take a couple of minutes to couple hours based on the retrieval 
option you choose (higher pricing for expedited retrieval option). Once this restore is complete, you can use 
these files to recover your database as usual. See “How Do I Restore an S3 Object That Has Been Archived to 
Amazon Glacier?” in the Amazon S3 Console User Guide for details 
http://docs.aws.amazon.com/AmazonS3/latest/user-guide/restore-archived-objects.html 
See Appendix D for an example to restore a database from Glacier files. 
 

Multisite Usage Considerations 

You can deploy complex architectures that include more than one File Gateway share associated with a single 

Amazon S3 bucket, such as a production system accessing an S3 bucket for database dumps in San Francisco 

while another File Gateway in New York using the same S3 bucket for loading these production dumps onto a 

test database. You can also have scenarios where a single bucket is being used by different File Gateways for 

saving database dumps from different systems. In such complex architectures, consider that there is no object 

locking or coherency across File Gateways. File Gateways that are associated with the same Amazon S3 bucket 

are aware of new changes to the content in the bucket only in the following situations: 

• A File Gateway always recognizes changes it makes to the associated Amazon S3 bucket. 

• A File Gateway recognizes changes made to objects by other File Gateways when the affected objects are 
located in folders (or prefixes) that have not been queried by that particular File Gateway. 

• A File Gateway recognizes changes in an associated Amazon S3 bucket made by other contributors after the 
RefreshCache API is executed. 

AWS strongly recommends using the read-only mount option on a File Gateway share when you deploy 

multiple gateways that have a common S3 bucket. In the scenario of one location saving database dumps 

while the other location is using this S3 bucket for loading the dumps, use the read-only option on the File 

Gateway that is used for load database. If File Gateways in both locations are used for database dumps, as 

read-only mount is not applicable, ensure that there is no name conflict by naming dump files like 

<ase_name> prefix, <database name> prefix and <timestamp> suffix to avoid two gateways writing to the 

same objects in the shared S3 bucket. The names assigned by ASE Cockpit or directly via the ASE Job Scheduler 

Backup Task should provide such uniqueness (e.g. /aws/asebackup/pubs2Mar1420170519PM.dmp). 

http://docs.aws.amazon.com/AmazonS3/latest/user-guide/restore-archived-objects.html


When multiple File Gateways are accessing the same objects in the same Amazon S3 bucket, you must call the 

RefreshCache API on File Gateway shares so that they recognize changes made by other File Gateways. 

 

Security Considerations 
Data security is a common concern. Amazon S3 provides strong capabilities for access control and encryption 
both at rest and in transit. All Amazon S3 and Amazon Glacier API endpoints support SSL encryption for data in 
transit. By default, Amazon Glacier encrypts all data at rest. With Amazon S3, you can choose server-side 
encryption for objects at rest by letting AWS manage the encryption keys. For more information, see 
 Amazon Web Services: Overview of Security Processes 

 https://d0.awsstatic.com/whitepapers/aws-security-whitepaper.pdf  
ASE "encrypted database" feature provides additional security of backup being encrypted data. 
 
Amazon S3 buckets are managed through the AWS IAM user, who has full access to all the files under these S3 
buckets as well as Glacier. The AWS IAM user configures bucket policies to manage permissions and access 
control. 
 
If the security is not a major concern across the groups sharing an S3 bucket, like related groups under one 
department, you can use file permission and file ownership settings to restrict access to the dump files when 
the same S3 bucket is mounted across different hosts. However, if you want to protect the dump files from 
other groups (for example, production databases from different departments), configure one S3 bucket for 
each department and export the file shares for mounting to specific hosts that belong to the owning 
department. 

Monitoring and Alerts 
CloudWatch 

Amazon CloudWatch is a monitoring service for AWS cloud services and resources. Amazon CloudWatch lets 
you collect and track metrics, collect and monitor log files, set alarms, and automatically react to changes in 
your AWS resources. Amazon CloudWatch can monitor the Amazon File Gateway and Amazon S3 storage. 
See ”Monitoring Your Gateway” in the AWS Storage Gateway User Guide for details on the metrics for 
monitoring and alarms  
http://docs.aws.amazon.com/storagegateway/latest/userguide/Main_monitoring-gateways-common.html 
 
During backup and restore, you can monitor the File Gateway cache usage to see how your upload and 
download are progressing. To access AWS File Gateway CloudWatch:  
1. On the AWS console, under services, select “Storage Gateway.” 
2. In the Next window, select the name of the File Gateway to be monitored. 
3. Under “Details”, select “Cloudwatch.”  
  

https://d0.awsstatic.com/whitepapers/aws-security-whitepaper.pdf
http://docs.aws.amazon.com/storagegateway/latest/userguide/Main_monitoring-gateways-common.html


The following is an example of activity on a test system: 
 

 
 
In figure 2a, the brown graph represents the File Gateway “CacheFree” and blue represents “CacheUsed.”  The 
sum of these two numbers is the size of the File Gateway cache, which in this case is 1 TB. 
 
After the ASE backup is complete, the dump file is confirmed to be in the AWS File Gateway cache. This file is 
asynchronously transferred to the Amazon S3 bucket. You can use CachePercentDirty to monitor file transfer 
completion from the File Gateway to S3. If CachePercentDirty is zero, all the files in the File Gateway are 
completely transferred to the S3 bucket. 
 
Figure 2b below shows cache drain in progress and hence CachePercentDirty is not zero. 

 
Figure 2c below shows cache completely drained and hence CachePercentDirty is zero. 

 



Performance Considerations 
 
Using the AWS File Gateway for an ASE Cloud Backup, a database backup traverses through the network in the 
following ways: 

- ASE and Backup Server to AWS File Gateway, via NFS synchronously 

- AWS File Gateway to Amazon S3, via HTTPS/Internet asynchronously 

 
The overall performance of a database backup is dictated by the performance of these network paths. 
 

File Gateway Hardware Implications – CPU, Memory, Disk Cache, Network Speed 

From Backup Server’s perspective, a database backup is complete when the dump file on the NFS-mounted 
directory is closed. The AWS File Gateway acknowledges a write operation only after copying the data to disk 
cache. Because closing the dump file results in draining NFS file cache on the Backup Server host, make sure 
you have a high-bandwidth network connection between Backup Server hosts and the AWS File Gateway VM 
and use high-performance disks like SSD storage for the File Gateway cache. As indicated in File Gateway 
installation section, follow “Optimizing Gateway Performance” guidelines for allocating CPU, storage and 
network resources for File Gateway 
http://docs.aws.amazon.com/storagegateway/latest/userguide/Optimizing-common.html 
 
Reduce the number of network hops from the Backup Server host to the AWS File Gateway. You can use the 
Linux traceroute command to find the network path. 
 
You can measure raw read/write performance between the Backup Server host and the AWS File Gateway by 
using the data duplicator command. 
For example, if the S3 bucket from the File Gateway is mounted as /aws/fg1/finance on a Backup Server host, 
the 
following command writes 1 GB file (1024 blocks of 1 MB): 

% dd if=/dev/zero of=/aws/fg1/finance/testfile1gb bs=1048576 count=1024 
 

Output from dd shows time taken for writing to the File Gateway cache, and is a measure of network 
bandwidth between Backup Server hosts and the AWS File Gateway, as well as File Gateway disk cache 
performance. You can monitor CachePercentDirty on CloudWatch to identify when the file transfer to S3 
completes. This is a measure of Internet bandwidth between the AWS File Gateway and AWS data center. 
 
The following command reads this 1 GB file from File Gateway cache (as it was just written): 

% dd of=/dev/null if=/aws/fg1/finance/testfile1gb bs=1048576 count=1024 
 

If you read a different file in an S3 bucket (larger than 1 GB) and not accessed before through this File 
Gateway, you can measure the read performance between the AWS data center and File Gateway. 
 
If the results from above commands do not match expected performance based on 1 Gbps or 10 Gbps 
network connection and Internet bandwidth you have, identify the bottleneck to improve performance. 
 
The largest backup file that Amazon S3 supports is 5 terabytes.  If a backup file is greater than 5 TB, it should 
be striped, with each stripe file smaller than 5 TB. We recommend that large backup files be striped to less 
than 1 TB. For manageability, 10 stripes seems to be a good balance. If the backup file is 6 TB, rather than 2 
stripes of 3 TB each, you should dump this as 10 stripes of 600 GB each. 
 

http://docs.aws.amazon.com/storagegateway/latest/userguide/Optimizing-common.html


You can configure up to 10 file shares per File Gateway.  However, depending on the hardware resources 
available for the File Gateway and location of the Backup Server hosts, you may want to configure appropriate 
number of file shares per gateway to avoid performance issues. 
 

ASE/Backup Server Configuration Influencing Performance 

This section looks at ASE and Backup Server options to optimize dump and load operations based on the 
capabilities and restrictions imposed by AWS File Gateway. 
 
In our experiments, setting the following ASE option reduced dump file size without significant increase in 
dump time.  

sp_dumpoptimize 'archive_space = minimum' 

Test with dumps using minimum/maximum to choose an appropriate value for your installation. 

Refer to sp_dumpoptimize in ASE Reference Manual for further details 

https://help.sap.com/viewer/fbeb8a16c28d4140a01bd3b5821e0cd5/16.0.2.3/en-

US/ab64dbd0bc2b10149b07d34f8f64728b.html 

 
Allocate sufficient shared memory for Backup Server using the “-m” option, such as -m 256 for 256 MB. If you 
do not specify this, Backup Server uses 1 MB per stripe. 
 
You can use a multi-stripe backup for large database dumps to reduce the size of dump files that help in better 
File Gateway cache usage. For example, if a File Gateway NFS mount directory is /AWS-FG, the following 
initiates a 10-stripe dump for database “mydb”:  
 isql> dump database mydb to    “/AWS-FG/mydb0.dmp”  
            stripe on “/AWS-FG/mydb1.dmp” 
             stripe on “/AWS-FG/mydb2.dmp” 
               :: 
            stripe on “/AWS-FG/mydb9.dmp” 
This example results in smaller file sizes but may not reduce dump time. The AWS File Gateway cache requires 
the file to be completely available in cache until it is transferred to the S3 bucket. Therefore, by splitting the 
backup into multiple stripes, the File Gateway can evict the stripes from cache after transfer to S3, making 
room for other files. This also helps the File Gateway in transferring backup stripes in parallel that results in 
backup files moving to S3 sooner when bandwidth is available. 
 
Backup Server invokes worker processes called sybmultbuf—a reader sybmultbuf and a writer sybmultbuf per 
stripe. The total pages of the database are divided among these stripes for backup and load. Each backup 
stripe running on the sybmultbuf process needs one OS thread / vCPU, therefore the Backup Server host 
should have sufficient spare CPU cores. 
 
You can use compression to reduce the size of backup files, which results in smaller files being transferred to 
the cloud storage. However, compressed backup takes longer and consumes additional CPU power. In our 
experiment, a 100 GB database 10-stripe dump using compression level 6 took 37% of a single stripe 
uncompressed dump time and reduced the dump file size to 45 GB. However, other stripe size and 
compression levels showed mixed results as shown in the table under internal test results section. As the 
results vary depending on many factors, test which combination of compression level and stripe size provides 
lower dump time and reduced dump file size in your environment. 
 

https://help.sap.com/viewer/fbeb8a16c28d4140a01bd3b5821e0cd5/16.0.2.3/en-US/ab64dbd0bc2b10149b07d34f8f64728b.html
https://help.sap.com/viewer/fbeb8a16c28d4140a01bd3b5821e0cd5/16.0.2.3/en-US/ab64dbd0bc2b10149b07d34f8f64728b.html


Refer to “Compressing a Dump” topic in the SAP ASE System Administration Guide, Volume 2 for further 
details on compression levels https://help.sap.com/viewer/3bdda6b0ffad441aab4fe51e4e876a19/16.0.2.5/en-
US/a8ae7ca5bc2b101494c7ef9872345c50.html 
 

Multiple Host, Multiple Share, Concurrent Dump Recommendations 

An AWS File Gateway can be used for creating up to 10 file shares. In the following use case, a single File 
Gateway is shared by multiple hosts for accessing 3 different file shares:  

 
 
Four hosts belonging to three different organizations (for example, finance, hr, and engineering) share a 
common File Gateway.  Each of these organizations has its own S3 bucket, which is only mapped to specific 
hosts.  To avoid having all three ASE servers overloading the File Gateway, make sure to coordinate when 
backups will be performed for these databases. 
 
The total File Gateway disk cache required is 115% of maximum usage at any point of time. By staggering the 
database dump schedule, the cache required is 115% of biggest database dump. Provide sufficient time 
between dump schedules for the File Gateway to transfer previous dump files to the S3 bucket and free up the 
cache. 
 
The following example provides some estimates. These estimates are when the File Gateway is dedicated for 
dumps from one host at a time and using 1 Gbps Ethernet card.  Performance can improve by order of 
magnitude by using a 10 Gbps Ethernet card: 
 

finance [host A]:  
400 GB full DB dump: ~ 4 hrs 
5 GB transaction logs dump (daily activity and changes): ~ 12 min  
 

 hr [host B]:   
200 GB full DB dump: ~ 2 hrs 
4 GB incremental dump (accumulating each day): 10 min (first day), max 2 hrs (on 6th day) 
 

https://help.sap.com/viewer/3bdda6b0ffad441aab4fe51e4e876a19/16.0.2.5/en-US/a8ae7ca5bc2b101494c7ef9872345c50.html
https://help.sap.com/viewer/3bdda6b0ffad441aab4fe51e4e876a19/16.0.2.5/en-US/a8ae7ca5bc2b101494c7ef9872345c50.html


engineering [host C]:  
800 GB full DB dump: ~ 8 hrs 
1 GB transaction logs dump (daily activity and changes): ~ 2 min  

 
engineering [host D]:  
100 GB full DB dump: ~ 1 hrs 
100 MB transaction logs dump (daily activity and changes): ~ 1 min  

 
 
For the File Gateway to be able to handle all four dumps simultaneously, the File Gateway cache should be 
15% larger than sum of backup file sizes. Since 400 + 200 + 800 + 100 = 1500 GB, the File Gateway should be 
configured with 1500 GB * 1.15 = 1.725 TB cache. However, if the dumps are staggered, the required File 
Gateway cache is 800 GB * 1.15 = 920 GB.  
 
Note: A larger File Gateway cache is required if all ASE servers are configured to create backups at the same 
time. This also results in network congestion. 
 
As a best practice, stagger the backup schedule.  For example, 
 

Everyday:   
06:00 PM finance [host A] transactional log dump 
06:30 PM engineering [host C] transactional log dump 
07:00 PM engineering [host D] transactional log dump 
07:30 PM hr [host B] incremental dump. 

 Friday:   
10:00 PM finance [host A] full backup  

Saturday:   
10:00 PM hr [host B] full backup  

Sunday:   
10:00 PM engineering [host C] full backup  

 Monday: 
10:00 PM engineering [host D] full backup  

 
Refer to “Dump and Load Sequences” in the SAP ASE System Administration Guide, Volume 2 
https://help.sap.com/viewer/4e870f06a15b4bbeb237cca890000421/16.0.2.0/en-
US/a6495a27bc2b1014b624c0e0a59aaf69.html 

 
  

https://help.sap.com/viewer/4e870f06a15b4bbeb237cca890000421/16.0.2.0/en-US/a6495a27bc2b1014b624c0e0a59aaf69.html
https://help.sap.com/viewer/4e870f06a15b4bbeb237cca890000421/16.0.2.0/en-US/a6495a27bc2b1014b624c0e0a59aaf69.html


Direct Connect Implications 

As you migrate backups from local storage to the AWS cloud, using a shared network for the AWS File 
Gateway can affect Internet bandwidth for other hosts and applications. Backup Server dump and load 
performance also depends on how the Internet is used by other applications in the datacenter affecting 
network traffic. 
 

Here is a sample network traffic graph during a large dump which can disrupt network access for other 

applications sharing the same network for internet access. 

 
 

You can consider using AWS Direct Connect, which offers a dedicated private network connection from your 
on-premises datacenter to AWS. Using AWS Direct Connect can increase bandwidth throughput, and provide a 
more consistent network performance. Even though you have to pay for Direct Connect, it can reduce your 
bandwidth costs depending on billing structure with your Internet service provider. AWS Direct Connect 
makes it easy to scale your connection to meet your growing needs. AWS Direct Connect provides 1 Gbps and 
10 Gbps connections, and you can easily provision multiple connections if you need more capacity. 

For pricing, FAQ, and further details, see https://aws.amazon.com/directconnect/. 

 

Comparison Data from Internal Tests 
Experiments for this white paper were run using two different configurations of the AWS File Gateway. 

A 4 core, 12 GB memory and 1 TB disk cache configuration was used for tests with small databases. 

A 24 core, 16 GB memory and 15 TB disk cache configuration was used for tests with large databases. 
 
The following hosts were used for ASE/Backup Server (dataserver, backupserver running on the same host): 
  
SLES 12 SP1       1 TB memory, 120 vCPU (4 Intel Xeon E7-4880 v2 chips with hyper threading enabled) 
SLES 12 SP2       1 TB memory, 120 vCPU (4 Intel Xeon E7-4880 v2 chips with hyper threading enabled) 
SLES 12 SP1 for SAP 512 GB memory,  48 vCPU (2 Intel Xeon E5-2670 v3 chips with hyper threading enabled) 
RHEL 7.3  512 GB memory, 48 vCPU (2 Intel Xeon E5-2670 v3 chips with hyper threading enabled) 
Windows 2012   32 GB memory,    8 vCPU (VM running on Intel Xeon E7-4880 v2) 
 

All the tests were run with Adaptive Server Enterprise 16.0 SP02 PL05. 
 

 

 

https://aws.amazon.com/directconnect/
https://aws.amazon.com/directconnect/


Following table shows time taken for a 100 GB dump when ASE hosts and File Gateway are on a 10 Gbps 

network. File Gateway was configured with 24 CPUs, 16 GB memory and 15 TB cache using a shared 500 Mbps 

internet connection. 

 

100 GB dump db 1 stripe 10 stripes 

local disk (HDD RAID 0) 21 m 37 s 23 m 00 s 

host to FGW 37 m 38 s 26 m 56 s 

host to S3 45 m 00 s 55 m 00 s 

 

Following table shows dump file size and time taken for a 100 GB dump for different compression levels when 

ASE hosts and File Gateway are on a 1 Gbps network. File Gateway was configured with 4 CPUs, 12 GB 

memory and 1 TB cache using a shared 100 Mbps internet connection. 

 

Compression level 

Local disk File Gateway 

1 stripe 10 stripes 1 stripe 10 stripes 

No Compression 100 GB/00:16:06 100 GB/00:15:05 100 GB/01:57:36 100 GB/02:31:17 

0 100 GB/00:15:14 100 GB/00:15:27 100 GB/02:53:59 100 GB/02:59:48 

2 50 GB/01:49:38 50 GB/00:13:09 50 GB/02:44:44 50 GB/00:51:53 

4 47 GB/02:21:55 47 GB/00:15:36 47 GB/03:03:11 47 GB/00:48:44 

6 45 GB/04:02:05 45 GB/00:25:41 45 GB/04:39:01 45 GB/00:43:21 

8 44 GB/09:12:03 44 GB/00:58:08 44 GB/09:39:33 44 GB/01:08:01 

100 64 GB/00:35:19 64 GB/00:13:02 64 GB/02:00:25 64 GB/01:07:34 

101 63 GB/00:34:13 63 GB/00:13:25 63 GB/02:07:20 63 GB/00:53:24 

 

Above results are based on a 100 GB database and the dataset used yielded good compression. In this test, 

database dump with 10 stripes and compression level 6 provided ideal file size and dump time. Experiment 

with your database to find right combination of compression level and stripe size. 

  



Known Issues 
The following issues were observed during our testing.  These have been reported to AWS for future resolution. You can 

refer to AWS File Gateway Release Notes for features and bug fixes included in each release 

https://aws.amazon.com/releasenotes/AWS-Storage-Gateway/9811479910698336 

 

1. Listing of the mounted directory hangs, when uploading or downloading files to/from S3. Currently, the 

AWS NFS server is single threaded and it is processing the upload/download request and then sending 

the ls request as a serial operation.  

 

2. Upload of files to S3 is optimized, but download of the files from S3 is not currently optimized. Due to 

this, loading the database from the S3 backup takes longer compared to dumping a database to S3.  

 

3. When a database dump is being uploaded to Amazon S3, we monitor the CachePercentDirty in the 

CloudWatch. When CachePercentDirty is 0%, that indicates that the dump is completely uploaded to 

S3. However, when the File Gateway is used by multiple hosts at the same time, it is not possible to 

track status of individual file transfer completion. AWS is working on some method to confirm that file 

is completely uploaded in S3. 

 

4. Amazon S3 has a limitation on the size of backup file of a maximum 5 terabytes.  The File Gateway will 

reject writes that are presented as greater than 5 TB, however the method is not universally supported 

by all NFS clients. Even the cp command will not get a failure until after copying 5 TB. Backup dump 

files are streaming bytes, so will not be rejected until copying up to 5 TB. Therefore, ensure the backup 

file size is not exceeding 5 TB limit. 

 

5. SLES 12 is not certified by AWS yet. 

 

  

https://aws.amazon.com/releasenotes/AWS-Storage-Gateway/9811479910698336


Troubleshooting 
If your gateway goes offline, check the AWS Gateway troubleshooting link to resolve the issue 

http://docs.aws.amazon.com/storagegateway/latest/userguide/GatewayTroubleshooting.html 

 

DON’T REMOVE THE GATEWAY ENTRY FROM THE AWS MANAGEMENT CONSOLE; you will not be able to add 

the entry again as port 80 gets closed once the gateway becomes active. 

 

 

 

  

http://docs.aws.amazon.com/storagegateway/latest/userguide/GatewayTroubleshooting.html


Appendix 
A. Creating a File Share 

              Log in to the AWS console using your account. 
             Go to Services > S3 and create an S3 bucket in the Region you want. 
 
For example: 

 

 

 



 



 



 

Go to Services > Storage Gateway. 

Select the region where your gateway is created. Select the File Gateway: 

 

Select the file shares link, then click ‘Create file share’. 



 

 

 

Perform the following if you want to change the storage class from S3 standard to S3 Standard – Infrequent 

Access: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Change the Allowed clients by clicking Edit: 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



B. Using your file share 
Assuming ASE is running on host A, you will need to create a directory that will be mounted using the File 

Gateway to the S3 bucket that you created earlier: 

mkdir /aws/asebackup 

# mount -t nfs4 -o minorversion=1 -o nolock xx.xx.xx.xx:/sap.oregon.aws-fg2.asebackup /aws/asebackup 

  



C. Taking a Backup of the Database from ASE 
1> use master 
2> go 
1> dump database pubs2 to "/aws/asebackup/pubs2_30May2017_daily.dmp" 
2> go 
Backup Server: 4.172.1.4: The value of 'allocated pages threshold' has been set to 40%. 
Backup Server session id is: 142. Use this value when executing the 'sp_volchanged' system stored procedure 
after fulfilling any volume change request from the Backup Server. 
Backup Server: 4.41.1.1: Creating new disk file /aws/asebackup/pubs2_30May2017_daily.dmp. 
Backup Server: 6.28.1.1: Dumpfile name 'pubs2171500C86A  ' section number 1 mounted on disk file 
'/aws/asebackup/pubs2_30May2017_daily.dmp' 
Backup Server: 4.166.1.1: Using dbiosize of 1048576 bytes for device 
/aws/asebackup/pubs2_30May2017_daily.dmp. 
Backup Server: 4.165.1.1: Using iocount of 1 for device /aws/asebackup/pubs2_30May2017_daily.dmp. 
Backup Server: 4.166.1.2: Using zonesize of 1048576 bytes for device 
/aws/asebackup/pubs2_30May2017_daily.dmp. 
Backup Server: 4.166.1.3: Using blocksize of 65536 bytes for device 
/aws/asebackup/pubs2_30May2017_daily.dmp. 
Backup Server: 4.165.1.2: Using numzones of 4 for device /aws/asebackup/pubs2_30May2017_daily.dmp. 
Backup Server: 4.165.1.3: Using archcnt of 1 for device /aws/asebackup/pubs2_30May2017_daily.dmp. 
Backup Server: 4.165.1.4: Using dbdevcnt of 1 for device /aws/asebackup/pubs2_30May2017_daily.dmp. 
Backup Server: 4.166.1.4: Using pagesize of 4096 bytes for device 
/aws/asebackup/pubs2_30May2017_daily.dmp. 
Backup Server: 4.188.1.1: Database pubs2: 792 kilobytes (39%) DUMPED. 
Backup Server: 4.188.1.1: Database pubs2: 1430 kilobytes (100%) DUMPED. 
Backup Server: 3.43.1.1: Dump phase number 1 completed. 
Backup Server: 3.43.1.1: Dump phase number 2 completed. 
Backup Server: 4.188.1.1: Database pubs2: 1444 kilobytes (100%) DUMPED. 
Backup Server: 3.43.1.1: Dump phase number 3 completed. 
Backup Server: 4.188.1.1: Database pubs2: 1448 kilobytes (100%) DUMPED. 
Backup Server: 3.42.1.1: DUMP is complete (database pubs2). 
1> 
 
# ls -ltr /aws/asebackup 
total 1462 
-rw-r----- 1 2222 users 1497088 May 30  2017 pubs2_30May2017_daily.dmp 

 
 

Check in S3 bucket using the AWS console: 
 

 
  



D. Amazon S3/Glacier Life Cycle 

 
Amazon Glacier is a secure, durable, and extremely low-cost cloud storage service for data archiving 
and long-term backup. The S3 Console provides a life cycle option to configure S3 storage to use the 
Glacier class.  
 
In S3 bucket properties, the Lifecycle configuration dialog lets you add the Glacier class storage. Add 
the following rule to enable archiving to the Glacier storage class:  
 

 
 

 
Decide how long to keep the dump file in S3 before moving to Glacier based on need for accessing this 

dump file for RTO or need for access to the dump file from other hosts for load. 

Backup files stored in Glacier needs to be retrieved to S3 storage before you can use them.  

 

  



Select the object in the S3 bucket. From the ‘More’ dropdown menu, select “Initiate restore.” 
 

 
 

 
 

To view the progress of the restoration, check the overview of the object: 
http://docs.aws.amazon.com/AmazonS3/latest/user-guide/view-object-overview.html 

http://docs.aws.amazon.com/AmazonS3/latest/user-guide/view-object-overview.html


 

 
 

The overview page shows that the restoration is in progress. When it is done, you see the expiration 
date for the restoration. This date varies depending on how many days you provided at the time of 
initiating the restoration. 
 

 
 

You can now load the database using the same file: 
# mkdir /aws/loadFromGlacier 

 
#  mount -t nfs4 -o minorversion=1 -o nolock xx.xx.xx.xx:/sap.oregon.newaws-fg1.ase.backup1-s3-ia 
/aws/loadFromGlacier 

 
# ls -ltr /aws/loadFromGlacier 
total 2892 
-rwxrwxrwx 1 sybase 900 1480704 May 15 15:56 pubs2InS3_IA.dmp 
-rw-r----- 1 sybase 900 1480704 May 15 15:58 pubs2InS3_IAnfs4.1.dmp 

 
 

> isql -Usa -P -Sasefg1 -w 999 
1> load database pubs2 from "/aws/loadFromGlacier/pubs2InS3_IAnfs4.1.dmp" 
2> go 
… 
Backup Server: 4.188.1.1: Database pubs2: 7184 kilobytes (100%) LOADED. 
Backup Server: 3.42.1.1: LOAD is complete (database pubs2). 


